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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  single  resistor  can  be  used  for  quasi-simultaneously  heating  and  temperature  sensing.  For  instance,  in
microsystems  this  strategy  is  often  employed  for  temperature  control,  flow  sensors,  gas  sensors,  material
characterization,  hot-wire  anemometers,  bio-MEMS  and  more.  However,  the  design  of  such  integrated
resistors  is  complex  due  to both  many  design  parameters  and  several  conflicting  specifications  so  that
eywords:
emperature control
EMS
icro-hot-plates

esistive heaters

until now  there  is no  method  for  predicting,  based  on  a given  set  of  specifications,  if  a  solution  exists  and,
eventually,  for  systematic  design  of  optimal  devices.  Here  we  determine  a complete  set  of relations  which
allows to  easily  find  if,  for given  specifications,  a solution  is  possible  and,  if  not,  to  identify  which  spec-
ifications  must  be  relaxed.  Moreover,  even  with  very  severe  specifications,  our  relations  offer  insight
for  systematic  design  of  optimal  resistors  for quasi-simultaneous  heating  and  temperature  sensing;
illustrative  design  cases  are  reported.
. Introduction

Since most physical, chemical, and, biological properties depend
n temperature, temperature control is crucial for a multitude
f applications (including microelectronic devices [1],  pressure
ensors [2,3], implantable systems [4],  chemical sensors [5–9],
io-MEMS [10,11],  memories [12], material science [13,14] and,
ore [15]). In particular, resistive heaters are widely used in
icro-hot-plates [5–7,16,17],  for instance for micro-reactors and

or chemical sensors which typically require high temperatures;
emarkably, bulk micromachining easily allows to selectively heat
pecific parts of the chip, without significantly affecting the tem-
eratures of other on-chip elements such as electronic devices,
ther sensors/actuators and possibly, in future, integrated energy
arvesters [18–20].  For temperature control, two  distinct devices
an be used for, respectively, temperature sensing and heating
9,21,22]. However, it is also possible to use a single device (e.g. a
esistor) for both measuring and heating, simultaneously [2,23] or
uasi-simultaneously [24]. In some cases the “single-device” strat-
gy can be very convenient or even necessary because less wires
re required and therefore, the temperature-controlled region can
e much more compact (e.g. silicon cantilevers with integrated

nd extremely small heaters for data storage, scanning microscopy
ased on the measurement of thermo-physical parameters, and
anoscale manufacturing [25]); as an additional advantage, the
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“single-device” strategy eliminates the separation, and therefore
the temperature difference, between the heater and the tem-
perature sensing device, thus zeroing one of the possible errors
of temperature control systems. However, clearly, using a single
device for both temperature sensing and heating is more difficult; in
fact, beside requiring a more complex electronic interface, if a single
device must perform both temperature measurement and heating,
its characteristics must simultaneously meet all the specifications
for both temperature sensing and heating, whereas the character-
istics of two  distinct devices could be separately optimized.

Resistors have been widely used both as temperature sen-
sors and as heaters in temperature control systems, including
with “single-device” temperature control strategies. However, in
general, the design of integrated resistors and of their elec-
tronic interface is not straightforward because of several design
parameters and many conflicting specifications including resis-
tor area, electro-migration [26], temperature measurement error,
self-heating during measurement, heating power, duty cycle, mea-
surement current, heating current and resistor geometry (width,
length, and thickness). In literature very few papers have discussed,
and only marginally, guidelines for the design of integrated heaters;
in [27] it has been shown that there may  be an optimum thick-
ness of the heat spreading plate for minimizing the time response
of the heater; in [26] it has been mentioned that, when design-
ing the heater, the heating power and electro-migration must be

simultaneously taken into account and that, when designing the
temperature sensor, the minimum detectable voltage change of
the electronic interface, the resistance at the reference tempera-
ture, the measurement current, and the temperature coefficient of

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.snb.2012.10.065
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09254005
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/snb
mailto:falconi@eln.uniroma2.it
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The accuracy [31] of a temperature control system can be
C. Falconi / Sensors and A

he resistor, all contribute to the minimum detectable temperature
ariation; clearly, such observations are insufficient for systematic
esign and even for predicting, for a given set of specifications, if a
olution exists. Moreover, clearly, the situation is even much more
ntricate for “single-device” strategy.

Here we choose an on–off temperature control strategy because
f its extreme simplicity and effectiveness [21,22,24] when com-
ared with conventional interfaces for hot-wire anemometers (e.g.
ee [28–30] for frequency compensation issues). Then, we  consider

 resistor used as both a heater and a temperature sensor by alter-
ating temperature reading and heating cycles. Consequently, we
etermine a set of relations which allow to determine if a solu-
ion exists and, if not, to identify which specifications must be
elaxed and how much. Moreover, we give a systematic method
or designing the resistor and for setting the crucial parameters
f the electronic interface [31], namely the heating and measure-
ent currents, at values which satisfy a consistent set of given

pecifications.
In Section 2 we discuss the specifications and the electronic

nterface; in Section 3 we find auxiliary analytical relations for
esign. In Section 4, first, assuming the specifications are given, we
etermine inequalities which easily permit to verify if a solution
xists and, if not, to identify which specifications must be relaxed
nd how much; later, we show how to design an optimal inte-
rated resistor. Section 5 illustrates design examples. Conclusions
re drawn in Section 6.

. Specifications and electronic interface

The goal of this section is to identify and discuss all the specifica-
ions. The strategy used in the electronic interface critically affects
oth the accuracy and complexity of the temperature control sys-
em; in particular, the specifications (e.g. input equivalent voltage
rror of the electronic interface and power consumption during
emperature measurement) can only be quantified after defining
he interfacing strategy. Therefore, in this section, we choose the

ost convenient interfacing strategy and accordingly, discuss the
orrespondent specifications.

Since conventional, purely analog interfaces for hot-wire
nemometers involve complex frequency compensation issues
28–30], we consider an on–off control temperature control strat-
gy which, for a first order system, is always stable [21,22,24,31].
he clock period is assumed much smaller than the thermal time
onstant of the heater. In most practical cases this assumption
s absolutely straightforward because, with typical thermal time
onstants, clock frequencies in the kHz range are sufficient; we
owever mention that, since downscaling reduces the thermal

nertia, extremely small heaters may  have time constants much
maller than 1 ms  (e.g. [25]) and thus require higher clock frequen-
ies and a more complex interface design (alternatively, open–loop
trategies can be used, as in [25], at the heavy cost of poor
obustness against disturbing signals, including environment tem-
erature).

As to the resistor geometry, we refer to W,  t, and L, as to their
idth, thickness, and effective length, respectively. The effective L

ength takes into account the different contribution of the contacts
nd of the corners; for instance, each 90◦ corner approximately
orresponds to an effective number of squares equal to 0.56, so
hat each 90◦ corner of the serpentine will contribute W × 0.56 to
he effective length L.

We first define the following consistent set of specifications and,

hen, we will separately discuss all the specifications:

 minimum operating temperature, TMIN, and maximum operating
temperature, TMAX, of the resistor,
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346 337

–  resistor material with given electrical resistivity, and temper-
ature coefficient of the resistivity (though, for simplicity, we
restrict to resistances with linear temperature dependences, the
extension is obvious; moreover, if more materials are available,
the extension is also obvious, see later),

– total resistor “top” area A,
– minimum and maximum values for the thickness (tm and tM,

respectively) and the width (Wm and WM, respectively) of
the resistor (these values strongly depend on the available
process),

– thermal resistance between the heater and the environment, RTH

(which is assumed to be constant for a constant top area, see later
for discussion),

– input equivalent voltage error of the electronic interface [31]
equal to �VERR (equivalent to the minimum detectable voltage
change of the electronic interface in [26]),

– heating power above a minimum required value PHEAT,m (this
specification is necessary both for allowing the heater to reach a
sufficiently high temperature and for sufficiently high speed, see
later for discussion),

– temperature measurement error �TERR below the maximum
acceptable temperature measurement error �TERR,M,

– maximum possible self-heating during temperature mea-
surement �TMEAS,max below a maximum acceptable value
�TMEAS,max,M for heaters whose minimum operating tempera-
ture is environment temperature or, alternatively, for heaters
whose minimum operating temperature is much higher than
environment temperature (see later), power consumption during
temperature measurement, PMEAS, below a maximum acceptable
value PMEAS,M,

– maximum current density (i.e. current density during heating)
below a certain value JMAX (for convenience, without loss of gen-
erality, this specification is separately considered even if, strictly,
it could have been “included” in the resistor material specifi-
cation, because a given material will have a maximum allowed
current density for preventing significant electro-migration and
aging),

– the maximum supply voltage VDD is given (for simplicity, we
neglect the voltage drop-out required by the current sources
for proper operation; however, if the heating current source is
designed with proper low-voltage techniques a large fraction of
the supply voltage may  be applied to the resistor), where we
clearly refer to the maximum available DC voltage (DC voltages
higher than the supply voltage can easily be generated, e.g. by
charge pumps [32,33],  with, of course, insurmountable limits
given by the process, e.g. in a CMOS system if the voltage exceeds
a certain value the gate oxide may  be irreversibly damaged).

For clarity the last five specifications will be referred to as
the “inequality specifications” because each of them involves an
inequality; the key role of the “inequality specifications” for design
will be discussed later. We  also mention that though in MEMS the
resistor thickness is generally a free parameter, in some cases, e.g.
in standard CMOS processes, the resistor thickness is fixed; for
generality we  consider a variable thickness, but will also discuss
the case of constant thickness (the constant thickness would be an
additional specification).

2.1. Temperature measurement error
quantified by the temperature measurement error �TERR, which,
therefore, is a key specification; for convenience we separately
consider the self-heating error, i.e. the variation of temperature
induced by the measurement current (see later).
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.2. Heating power

The heating power, in combination with the thermal resistance,
etermines the maximum desired overheating, which is generally
xed by the application. However we stress that the heating power

s also crucial for the speed of the heating process; for instance if
he heating power is barely able to reach the maximum operating
emperature, TMAX, such an heating process would require a few
hermal time constants before completing the transient.

.3. Minimum and maximum operating temperatures

The minimum and maximum operating temperatures of the
esistor are generally defined by the applications. At very high max-
mum temperatures, reliability issues, aging, and electro-migration
henomena will be exacerbated.

.4. Resistor material

Here we assume that the resistor material is given; in fact,
he resistor material is generally chosen based on its long-term
tability (also taking into account the maximum operating tem-
erature), high temperature coefficient of the resistivity, and ease
f deposition. For instance, sputtered platinum has high stability
hen exposed to temperature cycles [21]. However the resistor
aterial, besides determining the electrical resistivity at the refer-

nce temperature and the temperature coefficient of the resistivity,
lso defines the maximum allowed current density for preven-
ing significant electro-migration and aging. In most literature the

aximum current density refers to the value which guarantees
he absence of fracture of the resistor under specified operating
onditions for a given amount of time; however, for our target
pplication, specifications should refer to the maximum allowed
urrent density that also avoids significant aging (unfortunately,
hese data may  be difficult to find); in the following, this maximum
urrent density will be referred to as JMAX.

We also mention that, though here we consider the resistor
aterial as a given specification, obviously, if different materials

re available, our approach can be repeated for each material in
rder to select the most convenient material.

For clarity, since integrated resistors are often fabricated by
sing thin film metals, we will consider metal resistors and will
eglect the (generally weak) non-linear temperature dependence,
o that the resistance R can be expressed as

(T) = R0[1 + ˛(T − T0)] (1)

here R0 is the resistance at the reference temperature T0, and ˛
s the temperature coefficient of R at the reference temperature T0.

ith obvious modifications, though with an approximation, our
nalysis can be extended to the case of resistors with arbitrary
emperature dependences (see discussion in Section 4).

.5. Resistor “top” area

We  also consider as a given specification the resistor “top” area
L, which is generally dictated by the given application; clearly,

he total “active” area necessary for integrating the heater will be
arger than WL  (e.g. about twice larger for serpentine resistors with
eparation between different parallel tracks of the serpentine equal
o the width).

.6. Thermal resistance between the heater and the environment
The temperature differences among different parts of the
eaters are typically small. In fact, typical resistor materials (e.g.
latinum) have very high thermal conductivity; moreover, even
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346

in case of rather thin resistors deposited on thin membranes (e.g.
micro-hot-plates require excellent thermal insulation between the
heaters and bulk, so that the membrane and metal layer must
be sufficiently thin) a key specification for the layout design is
achieving a sufficient temperature uniformity in the active region
[6,34].  Therefore, as a first approximation, we can assume the tem-
perature across the heater is constant; with such assumption the
thermal resistance, RTH, between the heater and the environment
can be defined as the ratio between TH − TENV and the heating
power, where TH is the heater temperature (constant along all
the heater region) and TENV is the environment temperature. As to
dynamic analyses, in most cases integrated resistors can be accu-
rately described by means of first-order thermal systems (i.e. there
is a single dominant pole).

The total thermal resistance between the micro-heater and the
environment is almost independent on the thickness of the heater,
t, because both the width, W,  and the length, L, are generally much
larger than the thickness, so that only negligible heat can flow
through the “lateral” walls of the heater. On the contrary, most heat
flows from the heater toward the substrate through the “bottom”
area (equal to WL) or toward the environment through the “top”
area (also equal to WL), so that, for a given “top area” WL the ther-
mal  resistance between the micro-heater and the environment is
approximately constant. This result applies to both the two most
important types of micro-heaters: in the first type the heater is in
excellent thermal contact with the bulk (e.g. the heater is deposited
on a substrate without etching for enhancing thermal insulation)
due to the large thickness of the bulk and to the typically high ther-
mal  conductivity of the substrate (e.g. silicon); in the second type,
such as membrane or micro-bridge type micro-hot-plates or resis-
tively heated cantilevers, there is very high thermal insulation from
the bulk.

In conclusion, since we  assume the “top” heater area WL  is given,
we consider the thermal resistance between the resistor and the
environment as a given specification.

2.7. Current-driven measurement and input equivalent voltage
error

Clearly, different strategies are possible for measuring temper-
ature dependent resistances; for instance, a reference voltage can
be applied to a resistor and the resulting current may be mea-
sured; alternatively, by duality, a reference current can be injected
into the resistor and the resulting current may be measured. In all
cases, for a given supply voltage VDD, the voltage across the resistor
will obviously be lower than VDD; therefore, the maximum power
which can be dissipated into the resistor (i.e. the maximum heating
power) will be lower than (VDD)2/R, so that small resistance val-
ues are generally necessary in order to achieve significant heating
power with reasonably low supply voltages. However, with small
resistance values, series parasitic resistances may  result in large
errors unless 4-wires techniques [31] are used. For this reason, we
restrict our attention to injecting a reference current and measur-
ing the resulting voltage which very easily allows to take advantage
of the 4-wires technique.

As we  shall discuss in Section 3, the error of the resulting
electronic interface can be accurately represented by an input
equivalent voltage error (which will be generally dominated by the
input offset and noise voltages of the instrumentation amplifier)
which is, in practice, independent on both the resistance and the
measurement current (for the typically small heater resistance val-
ues the errors induced by the very low input currents of typical

instrumentation amplifiers and by thermal noise of the resistors
will generally be negligible). In discrete electronic interfaces even
assuming an ideal instrumentation amplifier, the input equivalent
voltage error would still easily be in the order of tens of �V due
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Fig. 1. A circuit with analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and microcontroller (�C) for
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o interferences and spurious signals; even in this case, this error
ill be, in practice, independent on both the resistance and the
easurement current.

.8. Current-driven heating

Similar to measuring temperature dependent resistances, there
re also different strategies for heating. In particular, heating can
esult from both injecting a desired heating current into the resis-
or or, by duality, applying a desired voltage to the resistor. In some
ases the heating power must be measured (e.g. thermal flow sen-
ors); in such cases, the current-driving approach may  again be
ore convenient because the heating power in the microheater

oes not depend on series parasitic resistances. Here, without loss
f generality, we will consider current-driven heating.

.9. On–off temperature control and power consumption during
he temperature measurement

We  consider a first-order thermal system, which is almost
lways an accurate approximation for micro-fabricated resistors.
e choose an on–off temperature control strategy because of its

implicity and effectiveness [21,22,24],  with the additional advan-
age that the average heating power in a certain amount of time
an be estimated by simply counting the on-cycles and the off-
ycles in that period, a characteristic which easily allows extracting
nformation on the flow speed [24].

In an on–off temperature control system, when heating is
equired, it would be possible to measure the temperature by tak-
ng advantage of the heating current flowing through the resistor;
owever, when heating is not required, in order to close the control

oop the resistance must still be regularly measured, which requires
o inject a measurement current into the resistor. Therefore, it
s necessary to have both a heating and a measurement current;
t is then convenient to quasi-simultaneously use the resistor as
n heater and as a temperature sensor by alternating tempera-
ure reading cycles and heating cycles; in practice, each “control
eriod” will be divided into a temperature measurement sub-cycle
nd an heating sub-cycle; we will refer to the duty cycle as to the
atio between the time duration of the heating sub-cycle and the
otal “control period”. During the temperature measurement sub-
ycle, a measurement current is injected into the resistor and the
esistor voltage is converted into a digital signal (e.g. instrumen-
ation amplifier and analog to digital converter, see later), which
an then be acquired by a digital system (e.g. microcontroller); a
uitable current source, instrumentation amplifier, and analog to
igital converter must be chosen in order to not degrade the tem-
erature measurement accuracy. With a much simpler approach, a
oltage comparator followed by a flip-flop is sufficient to close the
oop [22,24].

The duty cycle d is the ratio between the time duration of the
eating sub-cycle and the total “control period”; therefore, by def-

nition, the duty cycle is smaller than 1. The duty cycle must be
ufficiently large for two reasons. First, if the duty cycle is too small,
or a given heating current, the rms  value of the heating current
ecomes significantly smaller than the heating current itself, thus

imiting the maximum overheating and the speed of the heating
rocess. Second, for a given measurement current, if the measure-
ent current is injected into the resistor for a small fraction of

he total “control period” (i.e. duty cycle close to 1), self-heating
ue to the measurement current is minimized because the rms
alue of the measurement current becomes much smaller than the

easurement current level.
On the other hand, the duty cycle should not be too close to

, otherwise, since the temperature measurement time cannot be
oo small (for a given desired accuracy), the “control period” would
temperature control of a resistor by simultaneous or quasi-simultaneous heating
and  temperature sensing; the micro-controller dynamically determines the current
to  be injected into the resistor.

become too large and, therefore, the temperature ripple would also
be large. In conclusion, extreme values of the duty cycle are not
convenient as very large duty cycles will result in excessive tem-
perature ripples and very small duty cycles will result in limited
and slow overheating as well as in excessive self-heating induced
by the measurement current.

Fig. 1 shows a general circuit for temperature control of a resistor
by simultaneous or quasi-simultaneous heating and temperature
sensing; the instrumentation amplifier allows to perform a 4-wires
resistor measurement, thus removing the errors due to the parasitic
resistors RP1, RP2, RP3, and RP4. Obviously, in a CMOS implementa-
tion, dynamic techniques must be used for compensating the input
offset and low frequency noise of the instrumentation amplifier
[31] and, eventually, its gain error [35–37].  The micro-controller
(�C) dynamically determines the current to be injected into the
resistor based on the measured resistance, which is obviously
related to the measured temperature; this more general circuit
can also implement an on–off temperature control strategy if the
microcontroller sets the current iR to the measurement current
value during the measurement sub-cycle and to zero or to the
heating current during the heating sub-cycle (depending on the
comparison between the desired temperature and the measured
temperature); the loop will then control the resistor tempera-
ture with an oscillating ripple amplitude that decreases when
decreasing the “control period” and can therefore be made very
small by choosing a sufficiently high clock frequency.

However, in many cases, a simpler implementation is possi-
ble; as an example, Fig. 2 shows a system for the temperature
control of a resistor with positive temperature coefficient (e.g. a
metal resistor) by quasi-simultaneous heating and temperature
sensing; the comparator determines if, in the next heating cycle, the
heating current will be injected into the resistor (though, strictly,
an ideal current source can not be placed in series with an open
switch, which is another ideal current source with zero current
value, for simplicity, we  use current sources in series with switches
for graphically illustrating that the current sources are disabled
when the correspondent switch control signal is low); the volt-
age generated across the heater is compared with the voltage

generated across a reference resistor. As we shall discuss in Sec-
tion 3, as a key advantage of this strategy, provided the current
sources are very well matched (in a switched-capacitor, autozero
[31] CMOS implementation a single switched current source can
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Fig. 2. A very simple circuit for temperature control of a resistor with positive tem-
perature coefficient by quasi-simultaneous heating and temperature sensing; the
comparator determines if, in the next heating cycle, the heating current will be
injected into the resistor; the current sources in series with the switches graphi-
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synchronized with the autozeroing process for the instrumenta-
ally illustrate that the current sources are disabled when the switch control signal
s  low.

e used for generating both the currents to be injected into both
he heater and the reference resistor, thus almost zeroing any
urrent mismatch), the unavoidable uncertainty on the measure-
ent current will not give significant error. We  stress that, in

triking contrast with other purely analog solutions [28–30],  with
rst-order thermal system the circuit shown in Fig. 2 has no sta-
ility issues and is also very convenient for CMOS implementation,
ith the very few digital components occupying almost no area,

onsuming almost no power and not significantly affecting the
ccuracy. In Fig. 2 the reference resistor RREF sets the desired tem-
erature; clearly, due to the typically significant spread of resistor
alues, for very high accuracy both an external reference resistor
with accurate value, very low temperature coefficient, and pos-
ibly located in a region where temperature variations are small)
nd post-fabrication calibration may  be required. If different tem-
eratures are desired at different instants (e.g. this approach has
een proposed for modulating the sensitivities of chemical sensors
n micro-hot-plates) either different reference resistors should
e used, either an electronic tuning can be implemented (e.g.
he ratio between the currents injected into the heater R(T) and
nto the reference resistor can be dynamically changed, similar to
22]).

Obviously, the overheating induced by the measurement oper-
tion should be very small. Though this consideration is general,
t is useful to distinguish between heaters whose minimum oper-
ting temperature is environment temperature (or very close to
nvironment temperature) and heaters whose minimum operat-
ng temperature is much higher than environment temperature. In
act, in the first case, the specification on small overheating induced
y the measurement is generally given in terms of the maximum
cceptable self-heating, �TMEAS,max,M because any self-heating is
ndesired and it is then essential to keep it below a safe limit;
learly, �Tmeas,max is equal to PMEAS,MRTH. In the second case, it
s necessary that, when the measured temperature is above the
esired temperature (which, however, is much higher than the
nvironment temperature) and, therefore, the resistor must cool
own, the heat flowing from the (excessively hot) resistor toward
he environment be significantly higher than the Joule heat gener-
ted inside the resistor during the resistance measurement, so that
he resistor can effectively cool down during a time period with

isabled heating; this is verified if

MEAS,MRTH � (TMIN − Tmax,environment) (2)
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346

As a result, in both cases the specification corresponds to requiring
that PMEAS,MRTH be much smaller than a certain value (�TMEAS,max,M
in the first case, (TMIN − Tmax,environment) in the second case). There-
fore, in general, since we have assumed that RTH is known, this
specification can be expressed in terms of the maximum accept-
able value for the product of the thermal resistance and the power
during measurement or, equivalently, in terms of the maximum
acceptable power during measurement. For clarity, in the rest of
the paper we  will consider heaters whose minimum operating tem-
perature is environment temperature (or very close to environment
temperature); there would be no changes in dealing with heaters
whose minimum operating temperature is much higher than envi-
ronment temperature.

3. Auxiliary relations

In this section we determine auxiliary analytical relations which,
in next section, will be used for design.

3.1. Measurement voltage drop and equivalent input voltage
error of the interface

Let us define the measurement voltage drop, VMEAS, as the volt-
age drop across the resistor during the temperature measurement
sub-cycle; analogously, we  can refer to the reference measure-
ment voltage drop, VMEAS,0, as to the value of the measurement
voltage drop VMEAS at the reference temperature T0. The reference
measurement voltage drop, VMEAS,0, is simply equal to R0IMEAS (the
measurement current, IMEAS, ideally, does not depend on tempera-
ture).

The temperature measurement error �TERR is related to the
error in the resistance measurement, �RERR, by the relation

�TERR = �RERR

dR/dT
= �RERR

R0˛
(3)

In general, since R = VMEAS/IMEAS, the error in the resistance mea-
surement, �RERR, is given by

�RERR

R
= �VMEAS

VMEAS
− �IMEAS

IMEAS
(4)

where, in an hypothetic circuit constituted by an ideal current
source IMEAS injecting current into the resistor and by additional
devices (e.g. instrumentation amplifier followed by an analog-to-
digital converter) for measuring the voltage across the resistor,
�IMEAS would be the error in setting the measurement current
IMEAS and �VMEAS would be the error in measuring the measure-
ment voltage drop VMEAS. However, the strategy illustrated in Fig. 2
compares two voltages generated by injecting two  nominally iden-
tical currents (IMEAS) in two  resistors (we  assume there is zero
error in the reference resistor), so that the error in IMEAS is auto-
matically zeroed, as long as both the nominally identical currents
have the same value. Therefore, by using the same current source
for both the resistors, the relative uncertainty in the measure-
ment current will give a negligible contribution to �RERR/R; for
instance, in a CMOS implementation switched low-voltage cascode
current mirrors could be used, with low-voltage cascode tech-
niques for minimizing the errors due to channel length modulation
without requiring excessively high supply voltages; clearly, the cur-
rent switching in the dynamic current mirror must be properly
tion amplifiers and the comparator. The error in measuring the
measurement voltage drop VMEAS is the equivalent input volt-
age error of the interface, �VERR, which is generally dominated
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y the input equivalent error of the instrumentation amplifier,
o that

�RERR

R
� �VMEAS

VMEAS
= �VERR

RIMEAS
(5)

ntuitively, since the input voltage error �VERR is added to the
easurement voltage drop VMEAS, in order to guarantee a small tem-
erature measurement error, VMEAS = RIMEAS must be much higher
han �VERR, which corresponds to requiring high values for the
esistance R0 and for the measurement current IMEAS.

Taking into account both (1) and (5),  the temperature measure-
ent error �TERR can therefore be expressed as

TERR = �RERR

dR/dT
= �RERR

R0˛
= �VERR

R0˛IMEAS
(6)

he reference measurement voltage drop is then

MEAS,0 = R0IMEAS = �VERR

˛�TERR
(7)

.2. Heating

Since the heater can generally be modeled as first order low
ass filter and we assumed the thermal time constant of the heater

s sufficiently larger than the period, only the average (over the
ntire “control period”) self-heating power is important (rather
han the peak self-heating power, which occurs during the tem-
erature measurement sub-cycle). The average (over the entire
control period”) measurement power is equal to

MEAS = RI2
MEAS(1 − d) (8)

here the duty cycle d is the ratio between the time duration of the
eating sub-cycle and the total “control period” (see Section 2.9).
he power PMEAS will obviously result in an undesired self-heating
qual to

TMEAS = PMEASRTH = RI2
MEAS(1 − d)RTH (9)

f, for simplicity, we neglect the temperature dependence of the
hermal resistance between the microheater and the environment
if the dependence on temperature of the thermal resistance is
nown the extension would be obvious), the maximum self-heating
ill be

TMEAS,max = PMEAS,maxRTH = RmaxI2
MEAS(1 − d)RTH (10)

here, as above discussed, the measurement current does not
epend on the resistor temperature, and Rmax is the maximum
esistance value over the temperature range of interest. The maxi-
um  power during measurement is then

MEAS,max = �TMEAS,max

RTH
= RmaxI2

MEAS(1 − d) (11)

rom (1),  Rmax can be written as amaxR0, where amax is a posi-
ive real coefficient, equal to [1 + ˛(TMAX − T0)] for PTC (positive
emperature coefficient) resistors or to [1 + ˛(TMIN − T0)] for NTC
negative temperature coefficient) resistors, where TMIN and TMAX
re, respectively, the minimum and maximum operating tem-
eratures; clearly, the modifications for resistances showing an

rbitrary temperature dependence would be obvious.

Similarly, the average (over the entire “control period”) heating
ower during the heating sub-cycle is

HEAT = RI2
HEAT d (12)

nd will be minimum and maximum in correspondence of the min-
mum and maximum, respectively, values of the resistance.
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346 341

4. Design

Here, starting from the “inequality specifications” (see the last
five entries in the list of specifications given in Section 1) we find
inequalities which can be easily used by designers for determining
if a practical solution exists and, in case no solutions are possible,
for understanding which specifications must be somehow relaxed
and how much. Afterwards, we describe a method for systematic
design of the integrated resistors.

4.1. Determination of the design inequalities

Starting from the “inequality specifications” listed in the intro-
duction we  now deduce inequalities which can be used for design.

First, taking into account that the heating power must be larger
than PHEAT,m and that the current density during heating must be
smaller than JMAX we  find

I2
HEAT Rmind ≥ PHEAT,m ⇒ IHEAT ≥

√
PHEAT,mtW

d�0aminL
=

√
PHEAT,mtW2

d�0aminA

= kA

√
tW (13)

where amin is equal to [1 + ˛(TMIN − T0)] for PTC resistors or to
[1 + ˛(TMAX − T0)] for NTC resistors, �0 is the resistivity at the tem-
perature T0, and kA is a constant univocally set by the specifications;
we stress that if resistor with an arbitrary temperature dependence
are considered, it is still possible to define the parameter amin (and
amax, see later) as the ratios between the minimum (maximum)
resistance values in the temperature range of interest and the resis-
tance at the reference temperature, so the extension to arbitrary
temperature dependence is obvious apart the error which would
be introduced in (6) (the derivative of the resistance with respect
to temperature would not be constant).

Obviously, we  also have

IHEAT ≤ JMAXWt  = kBWt  (14)

where kB is a constant univocally set by the specifications.
Moreover, from (13), taking into account that the current den-

sity must be smaller than JMAX we get

JMAXWt  ≥ IHEAT ⇒ t ≥ IHEAT

JMAXW
≥ kA

√
tW

JMAXW
⇒ t ≥ k2

A

J2
MAX

(15)

which may  be re-written as

t ≥ PHEAT,m

d�0aminAJ2
MAX

= kC (16)

where kC is a constant univocally set by the specifications.
Then, taking into account that �TERR must be smaller than

�TERR,M, we  find

IMEAS ≥ �VERR

˛R0�TERR,M
= �VERRW2t

˛�0A�TERR,M
= kDW2t (17)

Afterwards, taking into account that �TMEAS,max must be smaller
than �TMEAS,max,M we find

�TMEAS,max,M ≥ R0amaxI2
MEAS(1 − d)RTH (18)

which gives
�TMEAS,max,M ≥ R0amaxI2

MEAS
(1 − d)RTH

IMEAS ≤
√

�TMEAS,max,M

R0amax(1 − d)RTH
=

√
�TMEAS,max,M

�0Aamax(1 − d)RTH
× W

√
t  = kEW

√
t

(19)

where kD is a constant univocally set by the specifications.

From (18) we  also have

�TMEAS,max,M ≥ R0amaxI2
MEAS(1 − d)RTH

= VMEAS,0amaxIMEAS(1 − d)RTH (20)
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in particular, will allow: to restrict the domain (W,t) to possible
values only; to identify, if a solution does not exist, which specifi-
cations must be relaxed or, if a solution exists, to compute possible
values of the measurement and heating current; to optimize the
design.
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ince �TERR must be smaller than �TERR,M or, equivalently (see (7)),

MEAS,0 ≥ �VERR

˛�TERR,M
(21)

e can rewrite (18) as

MEAS ≤ ˛�TMEAS,max,M�TERR,M

amax(1 − d)RTH�VERR
= kF (22)

here kF is a constant univocally set by the specifications.
Finally, the voltage drop across the resistor supply voltage must

e smaller than the supply voltage VDD (in reality, the voltage which
an be applied to the resistor must be somewhat inferior to the
upply voltage VDD but, with proper low-voltage techniques this
ifference can be rather small, e.g. around 0.5 V for a cascode cur-
ent mirror, eventually with low-voltage gain boosting for further
ncreasing the output resistance to extremely high values); this
ondition is satisfied if VDD is larger than the maximum voltage
rop across the resistor, that is (the heating current is the maximum
urrent)

maxIHEAT ≤ VDD,R ⇒ �0amaxL

Wt
IHEAT ≤ VDD,R (23)

hich can be re-written as

HEAT ≤ VDDW2t

�0amaxA
= kGW2t (24)

here kG is a constant univocally set by the specifications.

.2. Identification of the realistic domain (W,t)

Obviously, there may  be technological limits (strongly depend-
nt on the available process) on both the minimum and maximum
alues of both the thickness and the width of the resistor. For
nstance, the minimum thickness required for achieving an elec-
rically continuous thin Pt film depends on the type of deposition
s well as on the deposition parameters [38]; moreover, at low
hickness, the electrical resistivity may  be strongly affected by grain
ize and roughness [38].Besides the technological limits, the design
nequalities further restrict the range of possible values for W and
. In fact, since

F ≥ IMEAS ≥ kDW2t (25)

nd

 ≥ kC (26)

e have

F ≥ IMEAS ≥ kDW2t ≥ kDW2kC ⇒ W ≤
√

kF

kCkD
(27)

oreover, since the resistivities of typical heater materials are very

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

kF ≥ kDW2t ⇔ W2t ≤ kF

kD
⇔ W

kEW
√

t ≥ kDW2t ⇔ W
√

t ≤ kE

kD
ow the length is generally larger than the width of the resistor, or
quivalently

 ≤ L ⇔ W2 ≤ LW = A ⇔ W ≤
√

A (28)
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346

Therefore, taking into account the technological limits, (26)–(28)
we find the range of possible values for (W,t), which will be referred
to as the realistic domain (W,t) and is⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

Wm ≤ W ≤ min

(
WM,

√
kF

kCkD
,
√

A

)
max(kC, tm) ≤ t ≤ tM

(29)

where A, kC, kD and kF are constants univocally determined by the
specifications, as evident from (16), (17), and (22). If one between
the inequalities in (29) is not satisfied, there is no solution and
another process must be considered or the specifications must be
somehow relaxed by taking into account (29) and the definitions
of kC, kD, and kF (see Section 5 for a practical example).

4.3. Determination of the measurement current

Clearly, each point in the realistic domain (W,t) univocally deter-
mines both the length L (because of the specification A = WL)  and the
resistance at the reference temperature (because R0 = �0(L/tW)), so
that only the measurement current and the heating current must
still be determined.

Taking advantage of standard numerical computing software,
after discretization of the realistic domain (W,t), for each point of
this domain, we may  compute the upper and lower limit for the
measurement current using⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

IMEAS ≥ �VERRW2t

˛�0A�TERR,M
= kDW2t

IMEAS ≤
√

�TMEAS,max,M

�0Aamax(1 − d)RTH
× W

√
t = kEW

√
t

IMEAS ≤ ˛�TMEAS,max,M�TERR,M

amax(1 − d)RTH�VERR
= kF

(30)

By inspection of (30), we also see that a value for the measurement
current which satisfies all the specifications can be found if and
only if

�TMEAS,max,M�0A

amax(1 − d)RTH

(
˛�TERR,M

�VERR

)2

2t ≤
(

kE

kD

)2

= �TMEAS,max,M�0A

amax(1 − d)RTH

(
˛�TERR,M

�VERR

)2
(31)

As evident the inequalities (31) are identical, a result which is
not surprising because, starting from the five “inequality spec-
ifications”, we have found the seven inequalities which define
the constant kA, kB, kC, kD, kE, kF, and kG, respectively. Though,
therefore, the seven inequalities are not independent and the
same information could, of course, be more concisely expressed
by the five “inequality specifications” only, increasing the num-
ber of inequalities is instrumental to gain insight for design and,
Afterwards, taking into account the definition of the realistic
domain (29), the last two inequalities define the portion, if any,
of the realistic domain (W,t) which allows to find measurement
current values meeting all the specifications.
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.4. Determination of the heating current

For each point of the realistic domain (W,t) we  may  compute the
pper and lower limit for the heating current using

IHEAT ≥
√

PHEAT,mtW2

d�0aminA
= kA

√
tW

IHEAT ≤ JMAXWt  = kBWt

IHEAT ≤ VDDW2t

�0amaxA
= kGW2t

(32)

y inspection of these inequalities we see that a value for the heat-
ng current which satisfies all the specifications can be found if and
nly if

kBWt  ≥ kA
√

tW ⇔ t ≥
(

kA

kB

)2

= PHEAT,m

d�0aminAJ2
MAX

kGW2t ≥ kA
√

tW ⇔ W2t ≥
(

kA

kG

)2

= PHEAT,m�0Aa2
max

V2
DDdamin

(33)

here only the second inequality is important and defines the
ortion, if any, of the realistic domain (W,t) which allows to find
eating current values which meet all the specifications (the first

nequality is equivalent to (16) and has therefore already been
aken into account when defining the realistic domain (W,t)).

As a result, by considering (31) and (33) we  find the portion
f the realistic domain (W,t) which allow to find both measure-
ent current values and heating current values which meet all the

pecifications if and only if

kA

kG

)2

≤ kF

kD
⇔ PHEAT,ma3

max

V2
DDamin

≤ �TMEAS,max,Md

RTH(1 − d)

(
˛�TERR,M

�VERR

)2

(34)

rovided that the realistic domain (W,t) above defined (29) is not
mpty, the last inequality is the necessary and sufficient condition
or the existence of possible solutions. Moreover, if there is no pos-
ible solution, from (34) we may  also identify which specification
an be relaxed and how much. For instance if the second term of the
nequality (34) is smaller than the first term, no solution is possible;
owever, if the supply voltage is sufficiently increased a solution
ay  become possible.
For clarity, we will refer to the portion of the realistic domain

W,t) which satisfy (29), (31), and (33) as to the design-domain
W,t). For each point of the design-domain (W,t) the designer may
ompute the inferior and superior limit of both the measurement
urrent (from (30)) and the heating current (from (32)). Within such
imits, the design values of the measurement and heating currents
an then be chosen arbitrarily and this degree of freedom can be
sed for a more aggressive or optimized design. As an example, for a
iven point of the design-domain (W,t), which correspond to a well-
efined value of the resistance (because the resistor top area and the
esistivity are specifications), increasing the measurement current
esults, ceteris paribus, in a reduction of the temperature measure-
ent error because the ratio between the measurement voltage

rop and �VERR is increased; similarly, if the heating current is
ncreased, the heating will be faster.

. Design examples

In this section we deliberately start by choosing such severe

pecifications that no solution exists. Then we show that our
pproach, beside easily finding that solutions are impossible, also
llows to identify which changes in the specifications may  make
he problem solvable; in fact, as an illustration of the power of the
rs B 179 (2013) 336– 346 343

method, we gradually modify the specifications so that, after elimi-
nating all the obstacles, the problem becomes barely solvable (i.e. a
hypothetical design by trial and error would be extremely difficult),
thus showing that the proposed approach easily allows to identify
a tight solution domain. Finally, we  discuss how an optimum (i.e.
more aggressive than the initial specifications) may  be found by
simply iterating the methodology after refining, at every step, one
or more specifications.

First, let us assume that in the available MEMS  process, due to
technological limits, the width W and the thickness t of the inte-
grated resistors must satisfy

10 nm ≤ t ≤ 1 �m

1 �m ≤ W
(35)

Furthermore, let us consider the following (deliberately severe)
specifications:

- duty cycle d equal to 0.9,
- reference temperature T0 = 20 ◦C = 293.15 K,
- minimum temperature TMIN = 300 ◦C = 573.15 K,
- maximum temperature TMAX = 500 ◦C = 773.15 K,
- platinum as the resistor material, with  ̨ = 3920 ppm K−1, electri-

cal resistivity at the reference temperature �0 = 1.06 × 10−7 � m,
maximum current density JMAX = 1010 A/m2 = 106 A/cm2,

- input equivalent voltage error of the electronic interface
�VERR = 50 �V,

- maximum acceptable temperature measurement error
�TERR,M = 0.25 K,

- maximum acceptable self-heating during temperature measure-
ment �TMEAS,max,M = 0.25 K,

- minimum acceptable value for the heating power PHEAT,m = 0.5 W.

With these values, if we consider a resistor area
A1 = 100 �m × 100 �m and a thermal resistance between the
heater and the environment RTH = 200,000K/W, when checking if
there is a realistic domain (29) we find t ≥ kC � 2.5 �m which is
not compatible with (35), so that a solution is impossible.

However, it is easy to identify which changes in the specifica-
tions can make a solution possible. For instance, by inspection of
(16) we see that kC is inversely proportional to the top area of the
resistor and therefore can be reduced by increasing the top area; for
instance, if we  can consider A2 = 1000 �m × 1000 �m = 1 mm2 and
a thermal resistance RTH = 2000K/W (the thermal resistance can be
approximately considered as inversely proportional to the heater
area), we  find a non-empty realistic domain (in particular, we  find
t ≥ kC � 25 nm which is now compatible with (35)). With these val-
ues, if we now consider a supply voltage VDD equal to 3.5 V we find
that (34) is not verified because

kF /kD

(kA/kG)2
� 1.76

1.9
< 1 (36)

so that no portion of the domain (W,t) allows to find values for the
measurement and heating currents which meet all the specifica-
tions.

However, by considering the relations above found for kA, kD,
kF, and kG we  see that increasing the supply voltage may allow to
satisfy (34) (kG will be proportionally increased, whereas kA, kD, and
kF will stay constant); in fact, if we  consider VDD = 5 V we  find

kF /kD

(kA/kG)2
� 1.76

0.93
> 1 (37)
which is now correct.
Therefore, we  can now compute, for each point of the design

domain, the minimum and maximum values of both the measure-
ment and heating current. For clarity we consider as the domain for
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ig. 3. Minimum possible value of the measurement current for the example dis-
ussed in Section 5.

he plot (taking into account the process limitations (35) and that
 is smaller than the square root of the resistor area (28)).

10 nm ≤ t ≤ 1 �m

1 �m ≤ W ≤ 1 mm
(38)

hen, we restrict the domain to the design domain by excluding the
ortions of (W,t) which do not satisfy (29).

Then, we compute, for each point of the design domain the mini-
um  and the maximum values of the measurement current, which,

ccording to (30), are

IMEAS,min = �VERRW2t

˛�0A�TERR,M
= kDW2t

IMEAS,max = min(kEW
√

t, kF )

(39)

ig. 3 shows the minimum measurement current IMEAS,min for each
oint of the design domain and clearly shows the limits to the
esign domain.

Fig. 4 shows the maximum measurement current IMEAS,max.
Figs. 3 and 4 are very similar, which is a clear indication that
he inequalities (39) are very tight (due to the severe specifica-
ions; by gradually relaxing the specifications, the values of the

inimum and maximum measurement currents become more and
ore different).

ig. 4. Maximum possible value of the measurement current for the example dis-
ussed in Section 5.
Fig. 5. Minimum possible value of the heating current for the example discussed in
Section 5.

Afterwards, we  compute, for each point of the design domain,
the minimum and the maximum values of the heating current,
which, according to (32), are⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩

IHEAT,min =
√

PHEAT,mtW2

d�0aminA
= kA

√
tW

IHEAT,max = min

(
JMAXWt,

VDDW2t

�0amaxA

)
= min(kBWt,  kGW2t)

(40)

Fig. 5 shows the minimum heating current IHEAT,min.
Fig. 6 shows the maximum heating current IHEAT,max. Similar to

Figs. 3–6 are also very similar due to the severe specifications.
If we  now choose a point of the design domain, for instance

W = 350 �m,  t = 100 nm,  we can arbitrarily choose both the mea-
surement and heating current{

5.96 mA ≤ IMEAS ≤ 7.11 mA

176 mA ≤ IHEAT ≤ 202 mA
(41)

We  stress that, though the problem is still barely solvable (the
inequalities (41) are found by taking into account the nominal val-

ues of many parameters which, however, may  have relatively large
spread), our approach quickly allows to determine the possible
solutions. We  also observe that an extended solution domain can be

Fig. 6. Maximum possible value of the heating current for the example discussed in
Section 5.
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btained by increasing the distance, in the (W,t) domain between
he borders of the design domain.

As a validation test, we may  verify that if we choose values of the
easurement and heating currents which satisfy the inequalities

41), all the specifications can be met. If, for instance, we  choose

MEAS = 7 mA, IHEAT = 200 mA  (42)

e find

L � 2.85 mm, R0 = 8 ˝,

PHEAT ≥ 0.65 W > PHEAT,m = 0.5 W

�TERR ≤ 0.22 ◦C < 0.25 ◦C

�TMEAS ≤ 0.24 ◦C < 0.25 ◦C

J ≤ 5.7 × 109 A/m2 < 1010 A/m2

VDROP ≤ 4.93 V < 5 V

(43)

hich satisfy all the specifications (for simplicity we neglect the
inimum voltage headroom requirements of the current sources,
hich can obviously be easily taken into account).

Finally, we observe that if the specifications are less severe,
uch larger solution domains will be found; in these cases a

esigner can iterate the approach after changing the specifica-
ions for a more aggressive design (e.g. reduce the temperature

easurement error for higher accuracy or increase PHEAT,m for
aster heating), thus allowing to optimize the design toward a
ell-defined direction, e.g. reducing the maximum temperature
easurement error.

. Conclusions

Temperature control is crucial for microelectronic devices, pres-
ure sensors, implantable systems, chemical sensors, bio-MEMS,
emories, material science and more. For temperature control,

wo distinct devices can be used for, respectively, temperature
ensing and heating, but it is also possible to quasi-simultaneously
se a single resistor for both measuring and heating. Though the
single-resistor” strategy requires less wires and is ideally suited
or temperature control of very small regions, the design becomes

ore difficult due to many design parameters and conflicting speci-
cations, so that until now it was impossible to predict if, for a given
et of specifications, a solution exists and no systematic method for
esign has been reported.

Here we determine a complete set of analytical relations which
llows to easily find if, for a given set of specifications, a solu-
ion is possible and, if not, to identify which specifications must
e relaxed and how much. Moreover, we demonstrate that these
elations, even with very severe specifications, provide the insight
equired for optimized design of integrated resistors suitable for
emperature control by quasi-simultaneous heating and tempera-
ure sensing.
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